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On the Uniqueness of Real Closures and the Existence of Real Places
Manfred Knebusch (Saarbrùcken)

§1. Introduction
The connection between (total) orderings of fields and prime ideals of Witt rings,
recently discovered by Leicht-Lorenz [16] and Harrison [10], and the transfer method
for Witt rings introduced by Scharlau in [18] (cf also [19], §2.2, [6]) lead to a new proof
of Artin-Schreier's uniqueness theorem for real closures ([2]. Satz 8), which is completely différent from the proofs I found in the literature ([2], [9]). The main tool in
Artin-Schreier's proof is Sturm's theorem about the zéros of polynomials in real closed
fields. Gross and Hafner recently gave a proof [9], which only uses the mean value
theorem and Rolle's theorem. The proof presented in this paper does not use any of
thèse tools. It may be of some interest for future attempts to generalize the ArtinSchreier theory of real fields to semilocal rings (cf. [14]).
Our method also gives an approach to Artin's theory of definite functions ([1],
[15]) avoiding Sturm's theorem. This will be sketched in the last section of the paper.
A field Fis called real closed if Fis (formally) real, i.e. Fadmits at least one (total)
ordering, but no proper algebraic extension of F is real. We shall use the following
facts :
(1.1) If F is real closed then F(y/—1) is algebraically closed. F has exactly one
ordering. The positive éléments are the squares.
(1.2) If K is an ordered field then there exists a real closed algebraic extension F
of K, whose ordering induces the given ordering of K.
The proofs of thèse statements in [2] are extremely transparent, cf. also [4], Chap.
VI. An extension F/K as in (1.2) is called a real closure of K with respect to the given
ordering. The uniqueness theorem says essentially that ail real closures of K with
respect to the same ordering are isomorphic over K. We state this important theorem
in the following form :

Let K be an ordered field and q>:K-±R be an order preserving
homomorphismfrom Kinto a real closedfield R. Let Fbea real closure ofKwith respect

THEOREM

1.3.

to the given ordering. Then cp can be extended to a unique (necessarily order preserving)
homomorphismfrom F into R.
Before proving this theorem we recall in §2 and §3 some notations and well known
facts from the theory of Witt rings over fields. The proofs of thèse facts are very simple.
I wish to thank Roger Ware who kindly eliminated several grammatical mistakes in

this paper.
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§2. Signatures

Slightly more generally we consider a semisimple commutative ring K, i.e. a finite
of fields Kt. A space (E, B) over Kis a finitely generated X-module
product
E equipped with a symmetric bilinear form B\ExE-+ K which is non singular, i.e. B
induces a bijection x\-^B(x, — from E to the dual module HomK(£, K). Any such
space is a cartesian product

^x-x^

of spaces (Ei9 Bt) over Kt. The space (E, B) is called metabolic, if £has a submodule M
with M1 M. If the Kt hâve characteristic ^2 this means that ail (Eh Bt) are hyperbolic in the classical sensé. We will often write E instead of (E, B).
Two spaces E and F over K are called équivalent (E~F) if there exist metabolic

M

ELM and FIN are isomorphic.

The set of équivalence
{E} of spaces E over ^T is a commutative ring W(K)9 addition and multiplication
being induced by the orthogonal sum 1 and the tensor product ([4] Chap. IX, §1,
no 9). For further information the reader may consult [12], [13], [17], where W(K) is
defined for an arbitrary commutative ring K. In our case the Witt ring W{K) is
isomorphic with the product WiK^x ••• x W{Kr) of Witt rings W{Kt) over the fields
Ki9 which hâve been defined for characteristic 4=2 in [20].
We call a ring homomorphism g from W{K) to the ring of integers a signature oîK.
According to Leicht-Lorenz [16] and Harrison [10] the signatures correspond bijectively
with those prime ideals p of W(K) such that W(K)ly is not a torsion group. The prime
idéal pff corresponding with g is the kernel of g. Of course W(K)/pa Z and the pff are
minimal prime ideals of W(K). We dénote the set of signatures of Kby Sign K. Clearly
we hâve a canonical bijection
spaces
classes

N

and

such that

r

Signi^^

fi SignX,-.

i=l

Again by [16] and [10] Sign Kt can be identified with the set of (total) orderings of the
fieldXf. Indeed, if c is any élément /0 of Kt and (c) dénotes the corresponding
space of rank one (Ki9 B) with B(x, y) cxy, considered as an élément of W{Kt), then
-1 for any signature g of Ki9 since (c)2= 1. The ordering of
we hâve o{c)= +1 or
Kt corresponding with g can be described as follows: c>0 if and only if cr(c)=l.
A homomorphism (p:K->L into another semisimple commutative ring L (of course
ç (l l) gives a ring homomorphism (p* : W(K) -> W{L) defined by (p* {E} {L®KE}.
Hère L®KE dénotes the base extension of the space E over K to a space over L via cp
([4] Chap. IX, §1 no 4). We dénote the kernel of (p* by A(q>).
We say that a signature t oîLextends a signature g of AT (with respect to cp)f or that
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^

g is the restriction of t to K, if a %o(p^. If and L are fields, this means that cp is
compatible with the orderings corresponding to a and t. If p is a prime idéal of W{K)
lying minimally over A (cp) then there exists a (minimal) prime idéal q of )^(X) with
<^*1(cf) p (cf. [5] Chap. II. §2 no 7 Prop. 16). This remark immediately implies

PROPOSITION 2.1. A signature a of K can be extended to a signature of L with
respect to

cp

ifandonly ifa(A(cp))

0.

§3. The Transfer Map

Now assume in addition that cp'.K-^L is finite and separable. In our case, this
means that in the décomposition L — L^ x ••• xLr of L as a i£-module corresponding
to the décomposition K=KX x ••• xKr9 any Lt is either zéro or a product of finite
separable field extensions of Kt. For later convenience I recall the définition of the
regular trace Tr^Tr^ from L to K([3]9 p. 397, [7]). We identify the ring EndK(L) of
jK-linear endomorphisms of L with Homx(L, K)(g>KL. This is possible since L is a
finitely generated projective AT-module. For any x in L we dénote by L(x) the £-linear
endomorphism j>H->;ty of L. We further dénote by e: EndK(L)-+ Kthe évaluation map
f®xh-+f(x) {fin Hom(L, K), x in L}. The regular trace is defined by

Tr(x)

e(L(x)).

As is well known (loc. cit.) the Z-bilinear form Tr (xy) on L is non singular. From this
one sees immediately (cf [6]) that for any space {E, B) over L the ^-module E equipped
with the bilinear form TroB: Ex E-+Kisa, space over K. We thus get an additive map
([18])

Tr*:W(L)-+W(K).
sending {{E, B)} to {(E, TroB)}. This "transfer-map" is related to <?*: W(K)-+
by the following "Frobenius law"

W{L)

PROPOSITION 3.1. ([18]).
x • Tr* (y)

Tr* (<?* (x) y) for x in W{K) and y

in W{L).

In fact, for spaces (Eu Bx) over K and (E2, B2) over L the canonical map from
E1®KE2 to (L®KE1)®LE2 is an isomorphism of spaces with respect to the forms
Bl®K{Tr°B2) and 7>o(i?j®Li?2) where B[ is obtained from B1 by base extension.
We dénote the image Tr*(W(L)) by M(cp). The Frobenius law implies
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COROLLARY

3.2. M(<p) is an idéal of W(K) and A (y) M((p) 0.
The transfer map is compatible with base extensions. This is the content

of the

following "Mackey law", whose importance has been revealed by Dress in [6],
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume (p:K-+L and \j/:K-+M are homomorphisms between
(semisimple) rings and that

W(K)

**

<p

is finite and separable. Then the diagram

>W(M)

is commutative.
Indeed, by erasing the letters " W" and the astéries, one obtains a commutative
diagram, as follows easily from the description of the regular trace above. Starting
from this fact the proof of Proposition 3.3 is straightforward.
We shall often write TrLfK instead of 77^, when there is no doubt as to which
mapping <p:K-*L is being considered.
Remark. Clearly the statements of this section remain true for the Witt rings of
arbitrary commutative rings in the sensé of [12], if cp:K-+L is finite étale, in other
words, if L is a finitely generated projective ÀT-module and a projective L®KL-module

([8]Prop.

18.3.1, p. 114).

§4. Proof of the Uniqueness Theorem 1.3

Throughout this section L/K will be a finite extension of fields of characteristic
zéro. Dénote by 7>*(1) the value of the unit élément (1) of W(L) under the transfer
map TV*: W{L)~* W(K) with respect to the inclusion i:K->L.

LEMMA 4.1. For any signature a ofKwe hâve a(Tr* (1 ^ 0. The signature a can
be extended to L if and only if o(Tr* (l))>0.
Proof We proceed by induction on n \_L:K]. For n l the assertion is trivial.
Assume n > 1. If a can not be extended to L then by Prop. 2.1 we hâve g {A (/)) ^=0 and
hence by Cor. 3.2 cj(M(/)) 0, in particular a(Tr* (l)) 0. Now we assume that a has
at least one extension

t in Sign L.

Then

By the Mackey law 3.3 the diagram

W(K)——>W (L)
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of L by l®i:L L®KK-+
This
is
extension L-isomorphic with a product E1xE2x • • xEt where Et=L
-» L®KL.
and E2,..., Et are algebraic field extensions of L with degrees smaller than n.
Thus

is commutative. Hère

L®KL is considérée as

an extension

•

The first summand equals 1 and the others are
shows ff(Tr*/K(l))>0. q.e.d.

^ 0 by the induction hypothesis, which

For later convenience we recall the following
EXAMPLE 4.2. Assume L K(yja) with some tf #0 in J£ Then a signature a oî K
is extendable to L if and only if a(a)= 1. Indeed, without loss of generality assume
L^K. 7V*(1) is represented by the space L over K with bilinear form Tr{xy). This
space is isomorphic to (2)J_(2a) (Consider the basis 1,
For the remainder of this section R dénotes

a real closed field and q dénotes the

signature of R.

LEMMA

4.3 Assume

cp

is a homomorphism from

K into R such

thaï

e(<pmTr*
Then

can be extended to homomorphism from

L

into R.
Proof. Let a dénote the signature q o q>% of K. The tensor product R®KL constructed from cp.K^R and the inclusion i:K-+L has a décomposition
R

(p

®KL

Ex x ••• x Et

into fields. We regard R®KL as an extension of R by the map \®ifromR
R®KL. From the Mackey law 3.3 we obtain as in the proof oflemma 4.1 :

R®KKto

Now according to (1.1) any Ej is jR-isomorphic either to R or to the algebraic closure
R of R. Since W(R)^Z/2Z is a torsion group, Tr*ïï/R(l) 0. Thus we see that
°"(^r*/*(!)) equals the number of components £} which are isomorphic to R. Recall
that Eu..., Et form a full System of inequivalent field composites of L and R over ^T
([11] Chap. I, §16). Thus it follows that a(Tr*/K(l)) is the number of différent homomorphisms from L to R which extend (p. Since by assumption <r(Tr*/K(l))>0, the
proof is complète.
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cp

K->R
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is an order preserving

homomorphism Then there exists an order preserving homomorphism x// L-+R which
extends cp
Proof î) Let g dénote the signature of K corresponding to the restriction of the
Since
ordenng of L to K The assurnption that cp is order preserving means (7
1
a can be extended to L we know from Lemma 4 that a(Tr*(l))> o and thus by Lemma 3 4 that there exists at least one homomorphism from L to R which extends cp
n) Let \j/l9 ,y\fr dénote the différent homomorphisms from L to R which extend
cp We must show that at least one of the \j/t is order preserving Assume the contrary
is true Then for any ij/l9
we hâve an élément ^>0 in L such that ij/l(al)<0
y/ar)
By example 4 2 the ordenng of L can be extended to the field M=L(^/al,
By part î) of our proof there exists a homomorphism % M-+R which extends cp
L can not coïncide with any of the
Certainly x(a)==x(\fai)2>Q f°r 1 ^*<r Thus
\j/v which yields the desired contradiction
qde
After thèse préparations the proof of Theorem 1 3 is easy From Proposition 4 4
and an application of Zorn's lemma ît follows that the given order preserving
homomorphism cp K-* R can be extended to a homomorphism \j/ from the real closure F to
R We still must show that \j/ is the only extension of cp from F to R For any x F-> R
extending cp the images #(F) and \jj{F) both coïncide with the algebraic closure of ^m
R Thus there exists an automorphism k of F/K with x ^°k Of course A is order
preserving Assume X is not the îdentity Then we can find some x in F with x<X(x)
Applying À repeatedly to this înequahty we obtain

^^

l^i^r,

/

for ail «, which is impossible since
complètes the proof of Theorem 1 3

Àm(x)

x for

|

some m (depending on x) This

§5. A Trace Formula for Signatures

I want to throw some more hght on Lemma 4

We first return to Proposition 4 4
We dénote by F a fixed real closure of L with respect to the given ordenng By Theorem
1 3
any order preserving extension \j/ L-+R of cp can be further extended to F
Thus the uniqueness statement in Theorem 1 3, apphed to F/K, shows that there is a
unique order preserving i/s L-+R which extends (p We obtain the well known
1

COROLLARY 5 1 Let L/K be a fini te algebraic field extension and q> K-> R a
homomorphism from K into a real closed field R Dénote by q the signature of R and
by a the mduced signature Q°(p* of K Then the signatures t of L extending g
bijectively with the homomorphisms \j/ L-+R extending cp via t q o xj/^

correspond
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We stay in the situation of this corollary. Dénote by S the set of ail if/:L->R extending cp. Repeating the proof of Lemma 4.3 with an arbitrary élément £ of W(L)
instead of the unit élément we obtain

with the convention that if S is empty this sum is zéro. Corollary 5.1 now implies
PROPOSITION 5.2 Let
ofK.Forany^in W(L)

LjK be afinite algebraic field extension and o a signature

5>()

t|<t

where

t runs through ail signatures ofL extending a.

This proposition generalizes Lemma 4.1.
§6. Existence of Real Places on Function Fields

In this section R dénotes a real closed field, K a real finitely generated field extension
of R of transcendency degree r ^ 1, and S a fixed real closed field extension of R
(e. g. S=R). We are interested in places (p:K-+Svco over R, i. e. with cp the identity
on R. The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem by the methods of §4.
THEOREM 6.1. Assume that (tl9..., tr)

is a transcendency basis ofKover R. Then
there exist éléments al9... ar9 bl9..., br in R with at<bh such that for every r-tuple
there exists a place (p\K-*Suoo over R
(cl9..., cr) of éléments in S with

a^c^bi

with (p(ti) ctfor < i ^ r.
Remark 6.2. Assume that S has transcendency degree ^r over R. Then for given
éléments al9...9 ar9 bl9...9br in R with a£<^ there exists an r-tuple (cl9...9 cr) of
éléments in S which are algebraically independent over R and such that at<Ci<bt for
1
^/<r. Indeed, take any System (ul9..., ur) of algebraically independent éléments in
S. Replacing ut by ± ut or ± u[1 we may assume that ail ut are positive and not infinitely large over R, i.e. that there exist éléments dt in R such that 0<wf ^dt. Then
the éléments
1

c.

ai

+

driui(bi-ai)

hâve the requiredproperty. Any place q> : K-+ Su oo over R with <p(^) ct must be an
injection of ATinto S. Thus Theorem 6.1 contains Lang's theorem about embeddings

of
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real function fields ([15], Th 10) Our proof will be very close to the proof in [15], the
main différence bemg thatwe replace the use of Sturm's theoremby results of section 4
Remark 6.3 It îs évident from the arguments in [1] that one may use theorem 6 1
to obtain generahzations of Artin's results on definite functions in [1] §2 and §4, see
e g Lang's theorem 8 m [15]
In the proof of Theorem 6 1 we may always assume in addition that the r-tuple
(cl9
cr) îs algebraically free over R. In fact, for a given 5 one easily constructs a real
closed field extension Toî S such that S îs maximally archimedian in jHand Tcontains
a System ul9
ur of éléments which are algebraically independent and infinitely
small over S (e g [15], p 389) If(q,
cr) îs an r-tuple m S such that there exists a
homomorphism \J/ K-+T over R with ^(/I) cl + wI, then the composition <p A°^
with the canonical place X T-+ Su oo of T/S ([15], p. 380) has the values (p(tt) ct
We make the foliowing arrangements for the proof of Theorem 6.1 7>*(1) dénotes
the image of the unit élément of W(K) under the transfer map Tr* from W{K) to
tr~\ such
tr)9
tr) in R[tl9
gn(tu
W{R(tl9
O)- we chose éléments gt(tl9

that 7>*(1) îs represented by the space

(gl(tu

,tr))±

±(gn(tl9

,tr))

tr) We further chose a fixed ordenng of AT and dénote by a the signature
tr)
tr) corresponding with the restriction of this ordenng to R(tl9
Finally we dénote by q the signature of S
We first prove Theorem 6 1 in the case r 1. Write t mstead of tx Let
over R(tl9
of R(tl9

d1<d2<

<dN

roots of (at least one of) the polynomials gt(t)
if thèse hâve any roots in R. We chose a<bm Rm the following way If there are no
roots let a and b be arbitrary with a<b. If t<d^ let b dx and a arbitrary <dx. If
dt<t<dl+1 let a=dt, b dl+i If dN<t let a dN and b be arbitrary >a. Assume c îs
an élément of S with a<c<b and c not in R By (1.1) every gt(t) décomposes in
R[t~] in a product of a constant, some factors t — dt and some factors of type (t — e)2 +f2
with/#0. Therefore clQârly gl(c)^0 2indQ(gl(c)) cr(gl(t))for 1 <i<#i(cf [15] p. 386
We dénote by x the homomorphism from R(t) to S over R with %{t) c. Then
be the éléments

of R which occur

£
1=1

as

î

1=1

Now a can be extended to K. Thus by Lemma 4.1 we hâve 0o£î|e(7>*(l))>O. By Lemma 4.3 x can be extended to a homomorphism cp from ATto 5
From the thus proved spécial case r— 1 of Theorem 6.1 one easily ob tains (see [15],
p. 387) a proof for ail r ^ 1 of the following
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PROPOSITION 6.4. ([15], Th. 8.). Assume K is ordered and M is afinite set of
non zéro éléments in K. Then there exists a place cp:K-+ Ru oo over R such thatfor ail x
in M the value cp(x)is ^co, ^0 and ofthe same sign as x.
We now prove Theorem 6.1 for arbitrary r^l. By Proposition 6.4 there exists a
place (p:K->Ruoo over R such that the values <p (/,.) A. are finite and such that the
values (p(gj(tu..., tr))=gj(h1,..., hr) are non zéro and hâve the same signs as the correspondinggj(tl9...9 tr). {Recall that we hâve fixed an ordering on K.} Then there
exists an élément e > 0 in R such that for ail r-tuples (cl9..., cr) in S with
hi—e<ci<hi +
+ 2 the values gj(cl9...9 cr) are non zéro and of the same signs as the corresponding
gj(cl9...9 cr) are non zéro and of the same signs as the corresponding gj(tl9...9 tr).
Assume that (cl9...9 cr) is such an r-tuple which is in addition algebraically free over jR.
Dénote by x the homomorphism from R(ti9...9 tr) to S over R which maps tt to ct for
r. As in the case r 1 we obtain

and we see again by Lemma 4.1 and 4.3 that x can be extended to a homomorphism cp
from Kto S, Theorem 6.1 is proved.
Certainly there are other relevant questions about real places on function fields
which can be treated by the methods used hère. I hope to corne back to this subject
in the near future.
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